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VSP Moscow celebrate 15th Anniversary

On the 19th of September 1996, CJSC VSP Ltd was incorporated by the Registration 
Chamber of Moscow. On the 19th of September 2011 our company was 15 years 
old. 

Today we would like to express our deep gratitude to our Customers and Partners 
for their confidence and cooperation within 15 years of the work of VSP Ltd in the 
market. 

The company started operation at difficult times in Russia, practically with zero re-
sources available. Only due to its hard work and competence, the VSP team 
managed not only to hold its ground but to take over a leading position in the 
market of distribution of industrial solutions for distributed control systems. 

VSP enjoys the reputation of reliable and responsible partner, accountable to the 
customer for its obligations. Various situations may occur in business. We made 
mistakes as well. But there was not a  single case to suggest that we turned away 
from problems. 

Professionalism, the level of knowledge of VSP engineers and managers, continu-
ous strive for further development, flexibility in search for solutions – these are key 
criteria for our team, fundamental to our day-to-day work and helping to improve 
it. 

How to sum up our 15 years of existence? Putting aside key financial indicators, 
amounting to eight digit figures, most of all we value company reputation and the 
unity of VSP team. Working in the market with big Russian industrial companies, just 
to mention that some of our Partners are rated among the biggest world leaders 
in high tech industries, VSP in the first place feels highly responsible to the market.  
First and foremost to us is to fulfill obligations of the company to the Customer. 
Company investment into growth of knowledge and skills of VSP personnel, fair 
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Fifteen years of the company is the first milestone in our history. Accumulated potential and capabilities will provide 
for further development of VSP and will allow putting long-term plans into practice. 

Our best wishes to all at VSP Ltd! 

It is not for the first year for us to mention in our information materials that VSP has been operating in the market for over 15 years. How to explain this? 

The abbreviation VSP implies partnership of the three companies – VSP Ltd., VSP-Ukraine, and VSP Technologies and Services. Shareholders of the companies started 
cooperation in the market of the former USSR with the current manufacturing partners as early as 1991. Whichever hat was on VSP at the time, we consider it right and 
fair to start the countdown from that period. The basis of VSP business, input into launching positions in the market was indeed formulated at the time and by the very 
people who are the main partners in the company by today. 

VSP in the Internet 
The first VSP site was registered in 2001. It was a 
very simple one, the so-called “business-card” 
type. 

Since then the company site has been up-
graded three times. We were facing the task of 
comprehensively presenting to the maximum 
depth a complete spectrum of solutions of our 
partners; and to offer our customers a straight-
forward mechanism to operate with a large 
volume of information on every line of VSP op-
eration. 

As for today VSP is represented on the Internet by its seven information internet-resources: 

www.vsp-rus.ru – the site of VSP Ltd., Moscow  
www.vsp.com.ua – the site of VSP-Ukraine, Kiev 
www.vsp.kz  – the site of VSP-Kazakhstan 
www.vsp-ex.ru – the site dedicated to MTL based solutions 
www.vsp-parker.ru  – the site dedicated to Parker Hannifin based solutions  
www.vsp-viscosity-density.ru  – the site dedicated to Mobrey based solutions  
www.vsp-controller-recorder.ru  – the site dedicated to Eurotherm based solutions  

During this year we have launched 4 specialized sites related to each of the 4 product lines of VSP. Our determina-
tion to make customers aware of every line of our activity, to expand the available data base is reflected in the 
new internet resources. 

Monthly statistics of VSP site visits has grown from a few hundred in 2001 to 7,500-10,000 in 2011. 
We are continuously improving our resources, upgrading and renewing the content, in fact are doing this on-line.

VSP warehouse expansion  
At the end of 2010 we have started a Programme for VSP stock development. 

Two key tasks are being considered under the frames of the Stock Programme: (1) maximum efficiency in delivery 
of equipment to customers, (2) optimized pricing. 

A detailed analysis of our company sales activities over a certain period allowed us to specify the most frequently 
demanded equipment to be delivered within the minimum time. Consolidating shipments into Russia provide for 
cutting down expenses related to transport and customs clearance. In such a way our customers and partners 
have access to a more efficient pricing policy on all the items available from stock. 
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VSP participate Oil. Gaz. Petrochemical Industry - 2011 in Kazan
The 18th International specialized exhibition Oil. Gas. Petrochemical Industry – 
2011 took place in Kazan, Tatarsta n on the 7-9th of September 2011.  

The exhibition provided an opportunity to find out about equipment for oil 
and gas field development, pipelines and product lines equipment.  

Roman Terekhin, VSP Sales Director for Instrumentation Products, took part in 
the exhibition.  

A number of meetings were held with the regional representatives of DCS companies – Yokogawa and Emerson, 
and some concrete current projects were discussed as well as plans for further co-operation. 
Meetings with regional integrators and end-users were also arranged providing for further implementation of the 
agreements reached. 

Taking into account an increasing amount of stock items and overall growth of VSP deliveries in 2011 we made a 
decision to expand our warehouse footage. In the middle of the year VSP has rented additional premises to sub-
stantially increase our facilities for stock equipment. 

At this stage of the Stock Programme our focus is on MTL and Parker product lines. In fu-
ture we plan to cover all lines of our activities. 

Last year has proven the efficiency of the Stock Programme. VSP investment into devel-
opment of the stock amounts up to USD250, 000.00. We are pleased with the response 
on behalf of the customers. To build on this response would be our aim at the next level. 

VSP participate in KIOGE- 2011 in Almaty.
In the period from 5 to 8 October 2011 the 19th Kazakhstan International Exhibition and Conference 
“Oil and Gas 2011” (KIOGE 2011) was held. The event took place at the ATAKENT Centre in Almaty, 
Kazakhstan. Our Vladimir Frolov, Sales Director for IS interfaces & Systems was working at the exhibi-
tion.  A number of meetings with DCS companies, such as Yokogawa, Emerson Process Manage-
ment, and ABB; big local companies and  our  partners,   such  as  CPC,   KazStroyService,   TianShan  

Engineering, PLC systems took place. 

KIOGE is a major exhibition and conference event in Kazakhstan and Caspian Region countries related to “Oil 
and Gas” theme. Annually about 600 exhibitors from 30 countries world-wide participate in KIOGE. Besides, several 
thousands of representatives of science, industry, and management of all the sectors of oil, oil refining, petro-
chemical and gas industry meet and share their ideas at the event. 
During the trip to Kazakhstan, VSP made presentation for the project department of a major DCS integrator – 
Zeinet company. 

The presentation covered the following aspects: 

Information on VSP; 
MTL IS barriers; 
New MTL solutions – MTL4500 and MTL5500 isolators; 
MTL multiplexer systems; 
Gecma IS PCs and terminals. 

MTL solutions based on IS barriers proved to be most interesting to the  
participants. 
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VSP attend 50th anniversary celebrations of SPIK SZMA
In St-Petersburg on the 7th of October 2011 there was a meeting cele-
brating 50 years of the company SPIK SZMA. For over 10 years VSP has 
been on a friendly partnership terms with the company SPIK SZMA, 
implementing projects in the North-Western region of Russia, and in 
Republic of Belarus. 

The company SPIK SZMA is specializing in development and integra-
tion of process control systems, supplying turn-key projects for petro-
chemical industry, oil refining, oil production, oil refining, energy sec-
tor, chemical, paper industry and other sectors. The largest interna-
tional manufacturers, such as Toshiba, Siemens, TMEIC, Honeywell, 
and Emerson are among partners of the company. For a long time 

the company has been cooperating with leading scientific, research and development organizations, as well as 
manufacturing companies.

As for today Zeinet is a leader in the area of process automation in the territory of Kazakhstan. It accounts for over 
198 projects and systems, developed by the company engineers and implemented in various sectors of industry 
ranging from food to oil and gas.  

VSP has been successfully cooperating with Zeinet for over 4 years by now. 

VSP participate in GTS - 2011, Moscow 
On October 26-27 2011, the 4th International Scientific &Technical Confer-
ence “Gas Transportation Systems: Present and Future” (GTS-2011) took 
place at Gasprom VNIIGAS. 

The conference covered issues on development and operation of gas 
transportation systems in Russia and abroad; new generation large scale 
gas transportation projects; special technical solutions for development of 
compressor stations equipment; gas cooling installations. Special focus 
was on reliability, safety and efficiency of gas transportation systems, pipe 
production and welding technology, operation, maintenance, diagnos-
tics and repair of gas transportation sites and plants. Under the frames of 
the conference there was a two-day exhibition. 

Roman Terekhin and Tatyana Andreeva were working at the VSP 
stand.  Customers had a good opportunity to be acquainted with 
solutions for gas density measurement and gas flow metering 
based on Mobrey equipment, Parker Hannifin instrumentation 
products including: A-Lok and Ermeto fittings, Phastite fittings, high 
pressure fittings, metering  valves, manifolds, filters and other tech-
nical solutions. 

Though the profile of the conference and exhibition GTS-2011 is 
rather narrow-purpose, as well as a relatively low number of partici-
pants attending, and no way can be compared with the key 
event in the industry – a June exhibition in Moscow – we are quite 
satisfied with the results. Such a format and arrangement allows 
interacting with the customer and discussing concrete and practi-
cal issues and tasks.
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VSP Ltd 

2nd Floor 
22/2, Bolshaya Pochtovaya str. 
107082, Moscow, Russia 
Tel/fax: +7 (495) 234 0053 
Tel/fax: +7 (499) 261 3629 
Tel/fax: +7 (499) 265 6046 
e-mail: vsp@vsp-rus.ru
www.vsp-rus.ru

In case if you have any questions please contact our Offices: 
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VSP tenders 

Over the period of August – October, VSP has participated in a number of tenders, not losing a sin-
gle one.  We would especially note projects, which are already underway, for the following strategic 
customers of ours: 

KirishiNefteorgsyntez, Slavneft-Yanos, Sverdlovsk Works of Current Transformers, Yaskiy Oil Refinery, TransNeft, 
BelorusNeft. 

Aggregate value of the projects as a result of tendering amounts to about 1mln USD. 

The jubilee celebration  of SPIK SZMA was attended by former and present members of the company, 
representatives of the Belarusian partner – BIK SZMA, representatives of Kirishi OR, Japanese and 
American offices of Toshiba, representatives of project design organizations (LenGiproneftechim, 
Neftechimproekt, Russian Academy of Science), representatives of the long-term partner of SPIK 
SZMA – Siemens, and other companies. 

On behalf of VSP, the celebration was attended by Oxana Klochenko, Deputy General Director. 

Our best wishes to the partner on the occasion of the jubilee!  We would like to extend congratulations with high 
achievements in business and wish further success and flourishing! 

VSP - new people
Three months ago there were three new vacancies opened in the Moscow office of VSP.  Hunting for 
the new personnel, VSP carried out 25 interviews. We welcome new members to our team: 

Sales engineer (MTL) – Rinat Mursekaev
Sales Assistant Manager (MTL) – Roman Kanshin
Logistics Assistant Manager – Anastasia Semochkina

Our new colleagues are now on a three-month trial period. We expect that both parties will be satisfied with results, 
and will proceed with building a long-term relationship. 

As for today VSP Moscow office employs 17 specialists. Altogether there are 25 people working for VSP.


